Name: ___________________
Period: ___________________

Rubric for Art
What kind of artist are you? Choose, and check off one of the appropriate squares under
each bold category that best describes the type of artist you are.
Elements of Design: Line, Texture, Color, Shape, Form, Value, Space
Principles of Design: Repetition, Balance, Emphasis, Contrast, Unity
Master Artist…

I carefully planned and made several sketches that showed that I am

❐

aware of the elements and principles of design. I chose my color
scheme and I use my space effectively.

Artist…

My artwork shows that I used the principles of design while using

❐

one or more elements effectively to fill in a good composition.

Apprentice…

I did my artwork, but I did not plan it out in my sketchbook, so there

❐

was no real composition.

Beginner…

I completed my assignment and turned it in. I did not understand the

❐

elements and principles of art.

Doodler…

I did the minimum amount of work and I never finished it.

❐
Creativity/Originality
Master Artist…

I demonstrated outstanding skills in solving problems by exploring

❐

several choices and ideas before I chose one way to make my
artwork.

Artist…

I tried a few ideas before I chose one based on someone else’s idea

❐
Apprentice…

and I make my decisions after seeing one source. I solved my
problem in a logical way.
I tried one idea and it worked okay, but it was not my idea.

❐
Beginner…

I did the assignment and did not try anything new.

❐
Doodler…

I did not complete my artwork and I did not try anything new.

❐
Effort/Preserving
Master Artist…

I continued my artwork until I thought it was as complete as I could

❐

make it. I worked on it more than what was required and I took
pride in this assignment and my work.

Artist…

I worked hard and I completed my artwork. If I had tried harder it

❐

may have been outstanding.

Apprentice…

I finished the project, and I could have made it better by trying

❐

harder.

Beginner…

I completed my art project, but did not try to my fullest potential.

❐
Doodler…

I did not complete my art project.

❐
Skill/Consistency
Master Artist…

My artwork was beautifully and patiently done as good as I could do

❐

it.

Artist…

If I had tried a little harder, my artwork could have been outstanding.

❐

I needed to add final detail.

Apprentice…

My average skill is noticeable, but it is not as good as I could have

❐

done and at times it even looks careless.

Beginner…

I worked below my average skill and I did not care about finishing

❐

my project.
I worked poorly and I was lazy and I did not understand the project.

Doodler…

❐
Group Cooperation/Attitude
Master Artist…

I worked toward my group’s goals and I did a variety of roles in my

❐

groups work. I did what I said I would do and I was always nice to
other students. I always participate in cleanup work for the
classroom.

Artist…

I participated with spirit and I followed through on what I said I

❐

would do, and I helped with cleanup work at times.

Apprentice…

I mostly allowed others to do most of the cleanup work. I

❐

participated to the minimum amount by only cleaning up my mess
and I helped others when I was asked.

Beginner…

I allowed others to do most of the work and I did only the minimum

❐

amount.

Doodler…

I was part of my group, but I did almost nothing toward group goals.

❐

I did the smallest amount of cleanup work at times and sometimes I
did not even cleanup my own mess.

Overall I am a:

❐

Master Artist

❐

Artist

❐

Apprentice

❐

Beginner

❐

Doodler
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